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ON LINEAR EQUATIONS OF ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC PLATES*

By YI-YUAN YU (Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn)

1. Introduction. In a previous paper [1] a generalized Hamilton principle and the
associated variational equation of motion are presented for finite elastic deformations.
The principle is a generalization of the ordinary Hamilton principle in which only varia-
tions of the displacements are admitted. It is also a generalization of the variational
principle in elastostatics due to Hu [2]** and Washizu [3], and is similar to the latter
in that in both principles variations of the displacements, strains, and stresses are taken
independently and simultaneously. Various complete systems of equations of nonlinear
elastodynamics have been shown to be obtainable as the Euler equations of the gener-
alized Hamilton principle.

In this note the generalized Hamilton principle and the associated variational equa-
tion of motion for linear and anisotropic elastic plates are deduced from their counter-
part in general elasticity theory given in the previous paper [1], through expansion
of the displacement and strain in infinite power series in the manner of Cauchy and
Mindlin [4, 5] and by carrying out the integration in the thickness direction of the plate.
The Euler equations of the variational principle then yield the complete system of plate
equations of all orders as were obtained by Mindlin by a different procedure. Some zero-
order and first-order equations for an isotropic plate have been derived before [1] from
the generalized variational equation of motion.

*Received February 3, 1964. This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research of the Office of Aerospace Research, under Contract No. AF 49(638)-1290.

**The author is indebted to Professor C. S. Hsu for drawing attention to Hu's work.
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2. Generalized Hamilton principle. The generalized Hamilton principle [1] takes
the following form in the linear theory of elasticity:

8 f ' L dt = 8 J * (T — U + W) dt = 0, (1)
where

T = J ipulul dV,

U = J [h<rn(Ui,j + Uj,,-) — (Tata + icutteijii,,] dV (2)

W = J fiUi dV + J pfUi dS„ + J — u*) dSu

In (2) p is the density, u{ the displacement vector, «,,• the strain tensor, <r,,- the stress
tensor, cijk! the elastic stiffness tensor, /,• the body force, and p{ the surface traction.
V indicates the volume of the body, Sv the part of the surface S of the body on which
the traction is prescribed, and Su the part of S on which the displacement is prescribed.
Finally, t0 and U are two instants of time, and the dot indicates differentiation with
respect to the time t, and the asterisk denotes a prescribed quantity.

When variations of the displacements, strains, and stresses are taken independently
and simultaneously, (1) yields

/.(, « r *J dt J + /, — pUj) SUj dV — J dt J (<TijVi — Pj) 8Uj dSv

+ L dt J (tr,,- — Cukiiki) 8tu dV + dt J [e,-,- — <>a<idV

(w, — Ut) 8pi dSu = 0, (3)

which is the generalized variational equation of motion associated with, and completely
equivalent to, the variational principle in (1). The Euler equations written from (3) give,
respectively, the stress equations of motion, traction boundary conditions, stress-strain
relations, strain-displacement relations, and displacement boundary conditions, which
constitute the complete system of equations of linear elasticity.

3. Plate equations. The plate is referred to rectangular coordinates x, y, z, with
x and y in the middle plane and the faces at z = ±h. As in Mindlin's work [4,5], we write

U<=I>y\ «,,■ = aif = f" dz, (4)
n = 0 n = 0 —h

where w-n), o-J"' are independent of the thickness coordinate z and are the nth-order
components of the plate-displacement, -strain, and -stress, respectively.

We substitute the series expansions of u, and ei(- from (4) into (2), carry out the inte-
gration with respect to z, and introduce <r-"' according to (4). The results are

t = f iPZ E dA
J tn = 0 n = 0
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U = / [f Z <#'{«£} + + (» + + «i.tt{"+1>)}

- ± <r!W + Z Z 1 <M (5)
n = 0 m = 0 n = 0 J

W = f ZWdA + f Z Pfn)u-n) dA„ + [ ±pfVdCv
J n = 0 ^ » = 0 J n = 0

+ [ Z Pin\u™ - «*<n)) dAu + f Z p!"W' - u?M) dC„ ,
J n=0 * n=0

where

,, f2/i'"+"+1/(m + ra + l) for even m + n,
" mn s

[ 0 for odd m + n,
i*h

Kn) = [ ftzn dz,
j-h

pt(n) = f Vizn dz,
J-h

p™ = biZn].-H + .

In addition, 52i and 5Vl in (5) are Kronecker deltas, Av and Au those parts of the plan
area A of the plate, and Cv and Cu those parts of the edge of the plate, on which traction
and displacement, respectively, are prescribed. The generalized Hamilton principle (1)
becomes that for the plate when (5) is used instead of (2).

The generalized variational equation of motion for the plate may now be derived
from (1) and (5) or, more directly, by carrying out the integration with respect to z
in (3) together with the use of (4). The result is

/ ' dt f Z (*«!i ~ nalr1' + Pf(n) + 1in) - p Z Su<"> dA

+ [" dt / Z ('« ~ oim Z HnA?) dA

+ f" dt f Z {e.'"' ~ *[«$ + uft + (» + l)(<5z,w'"+1> + ^u,<n+1>)]} S*(t? dA
Jt 0 J 71 = 0

+ f ' M [ Z (win) - U*M) SP^ dA,
J t0 J 71 = 0

~ f ' dt [ Z [Un - P«*"") Su(nn) + («r™ - p*M) Su',n> + (<£> - pfM) Su[n)] dCv
Jt o J 71 = 0

+ f dt f Z IK' -U*M) 8p™ + (u[n)-u*M) 8p[n) + (uiH) - u*M) Spin)] dCu = 0,
J to J 71 = 0

(6)
where the subscripts n and s denote directions normal and tangential, respectively, to
the plate contour.
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The Euler equations for (6) constitute the complete system of equations of an
anisotropic plate. It is noted that the term PfM in the stress equation of motion given
by (6) is a function of the surface traction. This automatically takes care of the traction
boundary conditions in the interior of the plate, while the integral over Au in (6) yields
the displacement boundary conditions in the interior of the plate. In fact, (6) yields in a
simple manner all conditions at the edge as well as in the interior of the plate for equations
of all orders.

It is noted that the plate equations written from (6) are essentially those given by
Mindlin [4, 5], who used the ordinary variational equation of motion in deriving the stress
equations of motion and Neumann's method in deriving the boundary conditions.
Mindlin's procedure is thus also justified from the variational point of view.

There is no difficulty in extending the present treatment of plates to shells. The re-
sults are reported elsewhere [6].
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A CORRESPONDENCE PRINCIPLE FOR VISCOELASTIC
WAVE PROPAGATION*

By I. HERRERA, (University of Mexico) and M. E. GURTIN, (Brown University)

Introduction. It is a well known result of classical linear elasticity theory that the
speed of propagation U of an acceleration wave, at a point x in an elastic solid of elasticity
tensor ciiki(x) and density p(x), is a solution to the eigenvalue problem**

[i'•jiiki{x)nini — p{x)U25ik\ak = 0. (1.1)

Here the unit vector n is the direction of propagation at x. Since the elasticity tensor
obeys the symmetry relations

Oiiki — Ckiij , (1-2)

it is clear that (1.1) has three (not necessarily distinct) solutions Uj. , U2 , U3 . More-

*Received March 13, 1964.
**We use indicial notation and Cartesian tensors throughout. Thus subscripts have the range

(1, 2, 3), Xi denote rectangular Cartesian coordinates, and x = (xi, Xi, Xs). Moreover summation over
repeated subscripts is implied, 5;; is Kronecker's delta, subscripts preceded by a comma indicate differ-
entiation with respect to the corresponding Cartesian coordinate.


